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Don’t get me wrong. I love edgy. I adore angsty. 
Anyone who knows Artesan’s choice of art know 
we are go beyond ‘conventional’ borders and 
dare our artists. But we also enjoy the respite for 
gentility and soft colours. It gratifies the soul. We 
all need that balance. A bit of jazz, a bit of chill and 
cheer, it’s a much needed interval in the 
contemporary art world.
 
And so every now and again, we come across an 
honest, budding talent. One of them is Janiz Chan 
whom I am very proud to present with her first solo 
exhibition in Singapore. She tussles with the 
feminist’s true deep, soft colours. The collection 
very gently nudges us that it doesn’t make sense 
to try and emulate the masculine counterpart, 
only to reach a flatline making it near impossible 
to make a distinction. How boring would it be to 
be anyone’s equal, I say? Needless to say we 
need not prove any thing as we are proof enough 
that we can be good, better, best. So enough is 
enough. Variety is good. Different is sexy. Let’s 
re-mystify the femme and start the third movement 
of true feminists. Thank goodness for art.
 
 
Roberta Dans
Director
Artesan Gallery + Studio



In complete contrast to the fervor of the feminist 
movement and the popularity of The Feminine Mystique1, 
Janiz Chan’s latest repertoire of paintings represents 
similes, metaphors, and a figurative language of forgotten 
impressions, beckoning and returning to our recollection, 
familiar memories that pass over the modern world like a 
warm caress. The artist also amuses our olfactory senses 
and invites such a variety of symbolic attachments. In her 
series of evocative paintings, Chan renders representations 
of various cultural associations of women, of varying age 
enveloped by our own sense of femininity, and in 
association with blossoms2. 

Despite all that is said to liberate women from the 
distresses and cultural limitations of their own gender, it 
is still undeniably agreed that an aura of fascination often 
emanate from women who truly possess traits of certain 
femininity, exuding grace, charm and a magnetism which 
can render them so inexplicably captivating, and 
irresistible. It is the mystery of these alluring traits that the 
artist Janiz Chan desires to explore in her latest collection 
entitled Tease.

Endowing Sassy with a celestial ambience in an effort to 
initiate the hardnosed young and inexperienced 
figure, we experience blossoms in flight, their petals 

TEASE
“…. the scent of slow flirtation with 
tantalizing taunts and tickles.”
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scattered, uncurled in a short outburst, as if simultaneously 
proffering their scent while lapping it up with their tongue-
like forms, teasing and softly caressing, forming a kind of 
floral constellation of womanly charms for the young lady’s 
cache of feminine tactics. In I’m Yours the artist reminds us 
with a gesture of  abandon, perhaps the ultimate 
surrender, a tongue-in-cheek tribute to those romance 
novels that take us into a world of love and heated 
passion, where the characters play out girlish dreams and 
fantasies for our delight and satisfaction, which in turn 
provides us with a longing for more.

In The First Note, the simple gesture of smelling flowers by 
burying into fresh blooms suggests the sexual awakening 
of a young girl entirely overcome by the scent of blossoms. 
And then, as if chronologically represented in a 
compendium, the female figure in The High Note, breathes, 
with her eyes closed, portraying the character lost in an 
ecstatic reverie, self-absorbed and indulging in the 
feminine pleasures and experiences she has now learned 
to enjoy. 

A Lasting Scent, retains a mysterious aura and forming a 
tantalizing veil through which the pleasures of a feminine 
realm can be voyeuristically enjoyed, we see a seated 
figure on the right, more mature, seemingly engrossed in 
her own familiar intoxication with the rich, spicy odor of 
lilac blooms, while the youthful figure absorbs, inhales and 
savors the scent of a more earthy form. The relationship 
is intimate, with little secrets shared and cherished only 
through their own soft cloud of womankind, celebrating 
their triumphant team.

A fascinating definition of womanhood in The Slow 
Reveal, fuses the floral scene with feminine mystique. We 
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are invited to glimpse into the intimate 
boudoir bringing forth a sense of an object 
for personal, tactile involvement and private 
pleasure: the courtesan, the femme fatale, 
the seductress; a mystique of characters 
we both adore and abhor instantaneously, 
and might reveal only in our deepest and 
darkest of secrets.

Chan’s paintings present a fascinating and 
forgotten definition of the softness of 
womanhood that fuses with feminine 
mystique. Perfume and flowers, of course 

has had a long association with all that is feminine – with 
seduction, the privacy of the toilette and the intimacy of 
lovers, as well as with personal, womanly experiences 
of intuition, memory and tenderness. In that context, the 
conjunction of floral fragrance and the female form in 
Chan’s paintings seems to promote a traditional ideology 
of classic femininity in which women are associated with 
love-making and domesticity rather than the wage-earning 
of the burgeoning body of financially independent and 
career-minded women. The diptychs, with contrasting soft-
tinted lighting caressing the blossomed halves, juxtaposed 
with a shadowed panel cues the artist’s presentation of the 
underlying dilemmas of the modern female.  

These works express Chan’s desire to see a new culture of 
true femininity. Breaking Dawn, with its focus on the voice, 
seem to shout out the artist’s strong desire to see a revived 

  1The Feminine Mystique is a nonfiction book by Betty Friedan first published in 
1963. It is widely credited with sparking the beginning of second-wave feminism 
in the United States. It is widely regarded as one of the most influential nonfiction 
books of the 20th century, and is widely credited with sparking the beginning 
of second-wave feminism in the United States. Futurist Alvin Toffler declared 
that it “pulled the trigger on history.” Friedan received hundreds of letters from 
unhappy housewives after its publication, and she herself went on to help found 
the National Organization for Women, an influential feminist organization. By 
the year 2000, The Feminine Mystique had sold more than 3 million copies and 
had been translated into many foreign languages. [reference : New York Times, 
2006; www.ask.com]

  2Indeed, the sense of smell invited such a variety of symbolic attachments that 
19th century artists often used this motif as a versatile sign of female sexuality 
to represent anything from moral laxity to innocent chastity.

age of true femininity, opening a door 
to a new and fascinating realm, hoping 
to take over the politically correct and 
feminist world; perhaps an attempt to 
reincarnate women’s true talent and 
character and, where the female 
gender can finally re-claim their 
intoxicating sensual aura. In all, the 
fusion of the fragrant and the feminine 
in these works might be seen as 
integral to an endeavor by the artist to 
rejuvenate a hyper-image of femininity 
of a bygone era, when heady perfumes 
and the mystique of a woman were celebrated and 
embraced – and now sorely missed in today’s world.

“Tease” was written by Jean Tsai, who is an independent scholar 
of contemporary interpretations inspired by Asian tradition and 
heritage, as well as an arts catalyst who focuses on weaving 
exchanges and dialogues across arts + design practices.
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A b o u t  T h e  A r t i s t

Janiz Chan was born 1966, in Tanjung Malim, Perak, 

Malaysia. She spent most of her childhood in Kuala 

Lumpur, Malaysia and later finished with a diploma 

in graphic design from the Malaysian Institute of Art 

(MIA) in Kuala Lumpur. Since she graduated, she 

spent about fifteen years doing graphic art related 

work in Malaysia’s capital city, freelance as well as 

a permanent employee in various firms. Five years 

ago, Chan embarked on a career change as a 

full-time artist, starting with exhibitions at Lookiss 

Gallery in Kuala Lumpur in 2007. She then 

participated in exhibitions in Singapore, the 

Philippines, Hong Kong, as well as at the National 

Visual Arts Gallery in Malaysia. She also joined  the 

“Cultural Confluence – IV” in Paris France in January 

2012. Since 2011, she has joined the nest of house 

artists at Artesan Gallery + Studio. Tease is Chan’s 

first solo exhibition in Singapore.
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